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Industrial / 
Industry 

The process of making 
things using machines 
and factories. 

Revolution A change in the way 
things are done. 

Trade Buying and selling goods. 

Child Labour Children carrying out 
jobs / working 

Era A long and distinct     
period in history 

Manufacture To make something on 
large scale using        
machines 

Rural The countryside 

Urban /       
Urbanisation 

Town or city. Growth of 
towns and cities due to 
movement of people 

Mass       
Production 

Fast production of   
identical objects 

Pollution Harmful gasses, smoke 
and chemicals in the   

Poverty Lack of basic human 
needs 

Key Vocabulary 

Charles Dickens 1812-1870— A Victorian writer who wrote for newspapers as 

well as writing books. He wrote novels such as Oliver Twist, Great Expectations and 

David Copperfield. He shared very strong opinions about the lives of people during the        

Victorian era. He wrote about poverty and child labour and tried to raise the        

awareness of the social injustices he saw. 

George Stephenson 1781—1848— A mechanical engineer who developed the 

steam engine for the use in trains. He was a key figure of  creating The Rocket engine 

and large sections of railway lines. He was sometimes referred to as  ‘The Father of 

the Railway’.  

Queen Victoria 1819-1901— Queen Victoria became Queen when she was 18 years 

old and reigned for 64 years. During her reign the country went through a period of great 

change and the population grew from 10 million to 40 million. She had 9 children and was 

married to Prince Albert. When he died she wore black for the rest of her life.    

Important People 
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Important Inventions Living conditions Working conditions 

Houses were built near the factories where 

people worked. These houses were small and 

close together, often back-to-back, with very 

few facilities such as   running water. There 

would be a lot of pollution and smoke from 

the factories and many diseases were spread 

quickly. 

Child Labour 

 

The Great Exhibition 
The Great Exhibition was held in Hyde Park in London 

in 1851. It was show the world all of the great       

industrial and design achievements that had been 

made and to show Britain as a leader in this area. 

Prince Albert was part of the organising committee. It 

was held in a great glass structure called Crystal   

Palace.  

The Factories Act 
The Factories Act came into force in 1833 and its aim 

was to try and improve the situation for children 

working in factories. It outlined the maximum hours 

children of different ages should be forced to work 

and even stated 2 hours of schooling a day. But this 

did not change things completely for children. There 

was still a great deal of hardship and danger.   

The industrial revolution saw a great rise in 

the number of factories and coal mines. 

There was a high demand for workers.      

Children were used because they could be 

paid less and wouldn't strike. They were also 

smaller and could complete tasks that adults 

would have found more difficult. They were 

made to work very long hours such as 14 

hour days or 70 hour weeks and paid very 

little. They worked in awful conditions that 

were usually very dangerous. Many were 

badly injured or even killed.  

At the start of the industrial revolution there 

were no laws to protect workers. Conditions 

were hot and dangerous and there were many 

accidents. The long hours people worked 

effected peoples concentration and safety. The 

factory owners wanted to make as much  

money as possible so wages were low and 

there was no money spent on safety at work. 

The incandescent lightbulb invented by Thomas 

Eddison 1879 was not the first light bulb, but it 

was the first one that would light for a             

substantial period of time and could start to be 

mass produced. Before this lighting was mostly 

done using gas lamps, oil lamps and candles. The 

electric bulb was a lot safer. 

The Spinning Jenny was invented 

in 1764 by James Hargreaves and 

enabled yarn for clothing, to be 

made quickly and cheaply. To start 

with the machine was kept a      

secret to stop people stealing the 

idea.  

The Rocket Steam engine that was 

faster than any others at the time. 

It could go at 29mph. It inspired 

more train designs that were then 

used to build railway networks 

across the country to transport 

goods. 


